AGENDA

CALL TO ORDER ........................................Chairman Mark Liotta

ROLL CALL.........................................................Chairman Mark Liotta

THE FOLLOWING MATTERS ARE PRESENTED FOR CONSIDERATION AND ACTION, IF ANY, DEEMED APPROPRIATE BY THE COMMISSION. PUBLIC COMMENTS ARE LIMITED TO THE AGENDA ITEMS LISTED.

1. Discussion and Consideration of Adoption of Proposed Changes to the Commission’s Permanent Rules

The Commission will consider adopting proposed changes to its permanent rules. If the proposed changes are adopted and submitted for legislative review on or before April 1, 2019, the Legislature will have until the end of the 2019 legislative session to approve or disapprove the rules. If approved, the permanent rules will become effective ten (10) calendar days after publication in The Oklahoma Register.

NO ACTION WILL BE TAKEN

2. Announcements

The Commission’s next regular meeting is on Thursday, March 14, 2019. The Commission’s next regularly scheduled Appeals meeting is on Friday, March 22, 2019.

ADJOURNMENT.......................................................Chairman Mark Liotta